► Crunch time

The Eastern

Progress

Final exams are righl around the
corner, and most students arc
dealing with high stress levels.
; Turn to Accent for some helpful
stress relief tips.
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Officials
modify
slogan
BY TRACY HANLY

Students are no longer the only pan
Kastern that come first. A change in
the university's motto has added learning to Its liM ol priorities
The motto "a- modified a lew weeks
ago. staid \laic Whitt, associate vk'e
president ol public relations and mar
keting, and was a decision made alter
input was"collected from various faculty
members, students and staff.
Whitt said the change was also
made to accommodate a request by the
Southern Association ol Colleges and
Schools in include learning as a major
focus of the university.
The new motto, "Where Students and
(.earning Conn hirst." was announced
at Monday's faculty senate meeting and
is on the main page ol Kastern's Web
-HI
it will appear on other university
material as well.
Steve \i,\. an associate professor
in accounting, finance and information
systems, said he was never happy with
the original motto, implemented when
University President Joanne (ilasser
came to Eastern a little more than three
years ago, and he said he doesn't think
the new add'Hn n is an improvement
"It sends the message thai employees don't count," Loy said.,"lt's great for
marketing ... but ii ends up demoralizing your faculty and staff."
Kristy Haarmeyer. a junior market
ing major from Cincinnati, said she
doesn't think the addition is necessary
"It jusi doesn't seem like much
change," she said, but she added she
likes the idea thai students come first.
In other business, to promote com
munication among faculty Eastern will
reopen a faculty club next semester.
Details are still being discussed, said
Caroryn SiegeL Cacultj senate chair
Siegel said the club is "an effort to
improve communication on campus"
and will meet once a week to give
faculty members the chance to dis
cuss issues lacing the university with
other faculty members and members ol
senior administration,
"Pus will be very helpful, at least to
Start a dialogue," Siegel -.lid
It has not been decided when the
club will meet or whether it will formally
invite departments to attend each week,
but the dub will be open to all faculty.
The senate continued a discussion
on university communication in its Tor
the Good oi the Order session concluding Monday's meeting Hie topic
was Beyond EKlToday: Strategies to
improve intrauniv'Tsily communication
dissemination.
I>I

The volleyball team huddles together prior to their game against the University of Tennessee II was the first time they were in the NCAA tournament in 20 years

Photographer follows
team's trip to nationals
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Eastern's
volleyball
team is no
stranger to traveling to play away

games.

With

15 away names
this season, the
team is used to
all that comes
with riding on the Ncthan Gray,
bus; however, the photo editor
team's past trip
was potentially
history in the making.
For the first time in 20 years.
the team headed to the NCAA volleyball tournament in Knoxville.
Tenn. Eastern was picked t" play
University of Tennessee, ranked
10th in the nation, in the first round
of the tournament in Tennessee's
home gym.
Eastern, though, did not seem
concerned with the task it faced,
Instead, the team acted as it normally would. On the trip down, some
did homework, some slept, and
some listened to music and watched
as the Kentucky and Tennessee
landscapes passed by.
There seemed to be no feeling ol
urgency or nervousness. It was like

i
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Kasha Brozek, Shelly George and Amy Arlinghaus hold hands during the last
play of the game. Eastern lost 3-0 to the University of Tennessee.

Kasha Brozek and Shelly George laugh with each other before watching a
video of the University of Tennessee's team to prepare for their next game

J

Column & photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

SGA votes to investigate
vacant space in Powell
BY MEGAN HANSEM

:

News editor
The
Student
Government
Association endorsed a plan from
Information
Technology Delivery
Systems on Tuesday to look into the
empty space in the Powell Building
that once housed a bowling center.
Mona Isaacs, interim director of
ITDS. said her office would like to split
the old bowling alley into three areas
One area would be a computer-based
learning center with two classroomlike areas, she said, based on a center
at Virginia Tech.
There would also be a "student
general-purpose" area with desktop
computers/The last area would be a
wireless lounge. There would be seating similar to the lounge on the main
floor of Powell, Isaacs said.
"We would also like to make an
area for equipment checkout so students don't have to go to the Perkins
Building or make other arrangements
to check out a laptop." Isaacs said.
Kyle Moon. SGA committee on
Committees chair, sponsored the senate's resolution that gave the thumbs
up to TTDS's exploration.
During discussion of the resolution.
several senators expressed concern
over TTDS's plan for the bowling-alley
space.
There are other things on this
campus that need to be done." Ashley
Simmons, academic affairs chair said.
Senator Dale Perry said many people he has talked to are against the
plan.
Moon reminded the senate that by

passing the resolution they are not
endorsing TTDS's plan for the spanbut an' instead endorsing ITDS to
explore the possibilities for the space.
"We are merely saying we are
endorsing them looking into the feasibility." Moon said.
Nice President of Student Affairs
James Conneely told the senate there
are no other plans for the space, and
it could take up to five years for something to be put in tin- space if TTDS's
plan is not endorsed.
"ITicre are no immediate plans to do
anything down there," Conneely said.
"The space could remain vacant."
ITDS currently has the money to
fund the bowling alley project and
the funding would come from student
technology fees paid by all students.
"We haven't identified another
source of funding." Conneely said.
Tile senate voted If) to nine to pass
the resolution endorsing ITDS' investigation into the space.
"We want to sjart talking to the campus community," Isaacs said. "As soon
as feasible, we will start to investigate
the feasibility for the space."
Isaacs said ITDS will have to bring
in architects and engineers to study
the space before they can finalize any
plans.
"We hope the ball gets rolling." she
said.
The feasibility study will be done
at the beginning of next semester, and
ITDS will bring back a plan to student
senate after the study is complete.
Reach Megan at
megan hansi u I" iku.edu

any other mad trip. Kasha Brozek
was the most outspoken. Uenise
Grundhoefer was the quiet one and
Amy Arlinghaus slept must of the
way down.
Despite the team's success
ful season, there are no big egos.
There seems to be a true sense ol
team embodied by these girls.
Not many people gel to see what
gins nil behind the scenes ol a collegiate athletic team, but to tin- average onlooker this is a very close
knit group of girls. There is always
a smile whether it is a player or a
coach.
They share ice cream at restaurants while eating out on the road.
They do each others hair, they
laugh and tell jokes, and most ol all,
they just like to have fun.
Even on the way to the game a
couple hours before lacing their
NCAA opponent, laughter filled the
bus. Perhaps it was nervous laughter, but they seemed thrilled and
pumped up. as any team would be,
and of course they wanted to win.
A win over Tennessee would
be exciting for most teams. Hut
the experiences tor these happy
go-lucky group ol girls was more
See VOLLEYBALL, A3

See SLOGAN, \.i

Former Playmate tells campus
about dealing with AIDS virus
BY BBITTNEYJIAYNES

Assistant news editor

Photos by
Marcie McDowell/Progress

"What better person to talk to
you about sex than a Playmate."
said former Playboy model Rebekka
Armstrong.
On Friday, Armstrong came la
Eastern not to talk about sex but
about living with AIDS.
Armstrong grew up in a small
town in California and had low sell
esteem as a teenager However,
Armstrong dreamed ol becoming a
Playmate, she said. At 1*. Armstrong
achieved her goal when sin- became
Miss September 1986.
In 1989, Armstrong began to feel
fatigui'd. she was bruising easily,
and her menstrual cycle had become
irregular, she said Armstrong went
through rounds ol lesis m determine
what was wrong with her
As an afterthought. Armstrong
also asked to be tested for HIV. knowing it would come back negative, she
said.
When Armstrong's doctor called
to inform her that her test came back
positive, she thought her doctor was
telling her she was pregnant, she said
Armstrong finally realized which test
her doctor was talking about.
"All I knew about HIV was death,"
Armstrong said. "I knew I was going
to die." To her best recollection.
Armstrong contracted the HIV virus
before becoming a Playmate, she
said. At li>. Armstrong had unprotected sex at a parly

Armstrong decided il she was
going to (lie she wanted to go mil
with a bang She made a lisl ol all the
things she wanted to do in life and
began part) ing heavflj
"WHO, could I drink." Armstrong
said, adding she tried ever> drug
except heroin.
Armstrong did not tell anyone
about her disease because she
thought wa- afraid of losing her
career and that people would not
want to be around her. she said
Armstrong began taking inedica
tion to help with the symptoms ol
HIV. She was taking approximately
l.s pills per daj ol Azidothymidine, a
new medication in the 1980s. Today,
doctors know ilia' the dail\ dose
ol AXT should be only six pills.
Armstrong said.
Along with making her sick. AXT
caused Armstrong to have nerve
damage, which made her fingers, feel
and arms feel as though they wen- on
lire, she said.
Armstrong fell helpless because
the medication that was supposed
in help her was making her feel
worse, she said Armstrong decided
io attempt suicide She wanted to kill
herself before 111V did, Armstrong
said.
She look more than KMI pills.
washed ihein down with tequila and
drove ,i car, which her neighbor had
rented for her. as fast as she possibly
could 'into a brick wall.
When she arrived at the hospiSee PLAYMATE, A3
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► News briefs

Happenings

Compiled by Eric Barrier

•TUESDAY
Kristine Dorrnan, Crimson Duvall. Dodie Wrocklage and
Eun-Young You will have their artwork on display at the
Giles Gallery through Dec. 17. Call 622-8135 for the
gallery's hours.

•SUNDAY
3 p.m.
The symphony orchestra, combined choirs, faculty
members and soloists will perform Handel's "Messiah"
in Brock Auditorium. The concert is free and open to
the public.
7 p.m.
SUBS, a Bible study with free food, will be held at the
Baptist Student Union

Now members
named to EKU
Foundation's board
Tin- university
named
twu mtt members to the
Eastern Kentucky University
Foundation board <>i directors.
\<u board member Paul
ChollKren. ol Villa Hills,
retired as chairman of the
board and ehiel executive officer "i Ashland Inc. in 2002
and now serves .1- an adjunct
professor and executive in ivsidi nee .11 Northern Kentucky
I niversity,
lini Brown, of Louisville.

serves as the chairman of the
board, president and chief
executive officer of Thomas
Industries Inc.. a Louisville
company that produces pumps
and compressors.

Photos of cancer
survivors requested
for Relay for Life
College's Against Cancer
Student Association is accepting electronic photographs of
cancer survivors for the 2005
Relay for life. Pictures will be
shown on a slideshow during
the relay April 1. Photographs

can be e-mailed to Staff advisor
Patti Naberat patti.naher" eku
edu.

degree

in

medical-practice

management

State art council
Eastern scores
recognizes art and
perfectly on exam
for medical assistants design professors
Every Eastern student who
recently took the national certification exam for medical
assistants passed. The national
average for the exam is M
percent.
Eastern offers two medicalassisting degrees: an associate degree in medical-assisting
technology and a bachelor's

Three
art
professors
received fellowships from the
Kentucky .Arts Council. Felicia
Stored, Mary Tortorici and

Travis Townsend each received
the Al Smith Individual Artist
Fellowship award. Tortorici
and Townsend received cash
awards of $7,500, and Szorad
received a $1,000 cash award.

► Police beats
Compiled by Brittney Haynes

' The following reports were
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety between Nov. 15

•MONDAY

and Nov. 23.

Finals begin today

Nov. 24
Neville Lyons reported a vehicle in the Keene parking lot had
,1 shattered window and damaye to its interior.

•TUESDAY
7:30 p.m.
The men's basketball team will take on Greenville
College at McBrayer Arena.
8:12 p.m.
There will be a worship service at the Baptist Student
Union.

•WEDNESDAY
8:30 p.m.
MANNA, a small-group Bible study, will be held at the
Baptist Student Union.

Submissions
• To have an event added to the calendar e-mail the
time. date, location of the event and a brief description
to The Progress at progressia>eku.edu or call News
writer Eric Barrier at 622-1881

Brittany Perdue reported that
her vehicle had been broken
into in the Telford parking lot..
The front passenger window
had been broken out.
Carl M. Duvall reported his
vehicle had been broken into
in the Keene parking lot. Tlie
drivers-side window had been
shattered, and the interior of
the vehicle had been damaged.
Allison I.. Lynn reported her
vehicle had been broken into
in the Telford parking lot, The
driver's-side window had been
broken out.
Tung-Yi I in reported a vending machine in the Brockton
Apartment laundromat had
been broken into, Moth the
Coca-Cola and the money had
been taken from the machine.
Nov. 2i>
Jeff Murphy reported that a

vehicle in the Iancaster parking lot had a window broken
out.

Department extinguished the
fire.

Aaron Fields reported that a
vehicle missing a rear spoiler in
the Iancaster parking lot.

Chase
Broach reported
that a water fountain in
Commonwealth Hall had been
damaged.

Michael J. Painter reported
that his vehicle had been broken into in the Iancaster parking lot. The passenger's-side
door lock was damaged.

Mary (ioff reported damage
to a door in Dupree Hall. It
appeared as though the door
had been kicked.

Doug Hall reported that a
breaker box in Commonwealth
Hall had been ripixd off the
wall.

Nov. 30

Dec. 2

henna Middle ton reported a
person who is not a student
was residing in Martin Hall. A
couch belonging to Eastern and
plates and bowls from Aramark
were discovered in the room in
which he was residing.

(.11 stave J. Anderson reported that his vehicle had been
damaged in the Keene parking
lot. The rear plastic window had
been slashed.

Doug Hall reported that son itone had partially discharged a
fire extinguisher in the stair
well of Commonwealth Hall.

Dec. 1

Genni Fair reported that a
manila envelope, containing checks, was stolen from
her classroom in Model
Laboratory.

Krman Wirtz reported that
a vehicle in Commonwealth
parking lot had cooking flour
dumped on it.
John R. Young II reported
that his vehicle was missing
from the Kit Carson parking
lot.
James
Mutues reported
smelling smoke at the Fitness
and Wellness Center. An officer determined the mulch outside was smoking. The Fire

Dec. 3

Jason M. Kuhlman. of
Somerset, was charged with
disorderly conduct.
Dec. 4
A Combs Hall resident reported
being harassed.

Dec. 5

Bill Kirby reported that someone had damaged an exit sign
in Clay Hall.
Dec. 6

Scott Elliot reported that
someone had stolen M) pairs ol
boxing gloves from the Begley
Building.
Justin Hobbs reported thai
four keys to Alumni Coliseum
were missing.
A juvenile reported that some
one entered his unlocked vehicle and stole property.
Dec. 7
Doug Hall reported that someone stole an exit sign from
Commonwealth Hall.
Andrea Patterson reported
that a window had been broken
out in a vehicle in the Lancaster
lot. causing its alarm to sound.

University Book & Supply
"Off Campus Bookstore"
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PLAYMATE: Speaker says disease 'changed her life'
I roiii Page Al
tal. she begged the doctors to
let her die. After surviving the
crash, Armstrong decided she
didn't want to live the destructive lifestyle she had been living.
Armstrong attended a women's seminar and met about 70
others with HIV and AIDS.

"It changed
Armstrong said.

my

life."

Two days after returning home from the seminar.
Armstrong found her HIV had
advanced to AIDS.
In 1996, Armstrong felt it
was time to inform people she

had AIDS. When she toM Hugh

Nathan Gray/Progress
Members of the volleyball team relax in their hotel room the night
prior to playing in the NCAA tournament in Knoxville. Tenn.

VOLLEYBALL: Players
joke, smile despite loss

have HIV," Armstrong joked.
Armstrong's medication costs

between $60,000 and $120,000 a

From Page Al

year, she said. Iliat cost doesn't

«^_
important.
The only limr ;i little nervousness showed was moments
before the game.' For many ol
the freshman, especially, this
must have been nerve-racking
and exciting all at the same time,
and even more so for Brittany
Nobilio and Amy Artinghaus.
who start for ope <>! the most
successful volleyball train-- thai
Eastern has had in years
This game was also special
for Lesley Aldridge who is the
team's only senior. This was
possibly her swan song.
After a grueling three games
against Tennessee, Rastern
lost. This was a heartbreaking
moment for the team, coaches
and the many tans who made
the three-hour trip to support
their Colonels.
riven after a ' tough first
round loss, the girls went back
io being themselves — smiling, joking and enjoying each
other's company.
This is why Eastern's volleyball team is the real winner. The

Heftier, he was impressed with
her courage to go public about
her disease. Armstrong said.
Armstrong began speaking
at seminar-, and to students
about living with AIDS and
about safer sex. Armstrong
wants to make Students aware
that having HIV or AIDS is not
■i- easy as taking medication
each day.
"You have to be rich to

include two antidepressants

Nathan Gray Pf

Rebekka Armstrong, former Playboy Playmate, hugs Eastern student Eugenia Dickerson after speaking
to campus about her life with AIDS. Dickerson has a family member the HIV

Armstrong has now lived
with HIV for 20 years and with
AIDS for 11 years. In that time
she has suffered two severe
brain infections and a severe
intestinal-track infection. She
has been on more than five
combinations of medication,
some of which have made her
sick and even began to make
her pancreas rupture. At her
lowest weight, she was 95
pounds.
Today. Armstrong lives a
healthy lifestyle, including

being a vegetarian and not
drinking or doing drugs Her
lifestyle has helped to keep her
disease in check. Armstrong
said AIDS can look healthy.
slii' said.
"In a messed up way, HIV
and AIDS has given me a purpose to live." Armstrong said.
Eugenia Dickerson. a freshman from Hopkinsville. had
an emotional meeting with
Armstrong after she spoke.
Dickerson has a family mem
ber who has HIV

"It lakes a strong prison in
get up here and It'll about their
life." Dickerson said.
Dickerson's advii <■ io pen
pie is to treat people who haw
HIV or AIDS with |hi sanu
respect they would in at any
one else,
To learn more about
Armstrong and living with
AIDS, log onto www.rebekkaonlinc.i'oin.

Even after a
tough firstround loss, the
girls went back
to being

and a headache medication she
is on. It also doesn't include the
cost for treatments when she
gets sick from the disease.
"It literally is a life-and-death
situation." Armstrong said about
practicing safe sex. "1 did this to
me." Armstrong said about not
practicing safe sex herself.

themselves.

SLOGAN: Senate also discusses adding winter term

—Nathan Gray
Progress photo editor

99
team understands the expert
em i il had al tin- NCAA lourtia
menl is what to remember tin
most.
Hie game will only be a chap
ter in the story of the team's trip
to the NCAA tournament. As
coach I ori Duncan said many
times throughout the trip. "Its;
just a game."

Reach Nathan at
iiatliaii gray6@cku.edu

From Page Al

direction."

Many of the senators gave
suggestions as to how the university could improve communication.
Melissa Dieckmann. an associate professor in earth sciences,
said the EKUToday online newsletter "works well." but then is
"a significantly larger problem."
"Decisions are made that
seem to affect us without us
being aware." Dieckmann said,
adding comments from senior
administration often run in "one

Suggestions from senators to
improve communication were to
start a quarterly or bimonthly
president's update, have a dean's
update targeted toward each college and use Blackboard more
for communication.
• A survey on academic
advising could be given as early
as this semester. When students retrieve their fall-semester
grades from EKUDireCt, they
may be asked to take the survey.
If not given this semester, the
survey will be available when

<§>^u e^Me,

students register for Fall 2005
classes in tin- spring.
• After discussion al last
month's faculty-senate meeting,
the university has voted to keep
fall break, but it will not ailed
the number of times classes
meet. Siegel said.
She added the university is
also looking into a winter term,
which would extend winter
break to allow students to take
three-credit-hour classes
• Hie university is investi
gating changes to the summer
schedule, which may include a
decrease from a 12-week pro-

Reach Hiiiim v HI
hnttm x haynn 31 kit. edu

gram to 10. More information
on the changes will be available
IHXt semester

• Siegel said Eastern is "fac
ing some grim demographic
trends," because the university V
primary servk >■ ana. Listei n
Kentucky, has a population that
is becoming older, and then
aren't as many people from that
area entering college.
Siegel said die trend has tin
IHiiential to pui Eastern al a clis
advantage by tilt year 20211.
I\'i ach Tuny at
tracy haueyTt" eku.edu

Check for news updates during winter break at
www.easternprogress.com

juu
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TANNING SALO

Extended Hours, December 12 -16

2009 Morchant Drive
(Behind S & S Tire)

Sunday, December 12
4:00 pm -11:00 pm
Monday, December 13 Thursday, December 16 7:30 am -11:00 pm
Friday, December 17
7:30 am - 3:00 pm
Saturday, December 16
CLOSED

Hours:

9am - 9pm
4pm - 9pm

Mon.-Sat.
Sunday

Gift Certificates Available
(makes great stocking stutters)

Come Got" /C/J

►c#/

IN/IE IN/1 BERS
!■■ r-J A !

,' •">» *

Holiday Hours of Operation
Saturday a Sunday, December 18 -19
All dining locations
CLOSED
Monday, December 20
Fountain Food Court
Tuesday, December 21
Fountain Food Court

10 am 2 pm

10 am 2 pm

I C > N A I

I One FREE
I Tanning Visit
•
■

w/coupon
Limit ono coupon
pmr parson

10 am - 2 pm

All dining locations will be closed Thursday,
December 23 - January 2.
Monday, January 3
Fountain Food Court

Diva O: ISO watts - 12 mm. w/fatial
Diva Towar: 1 BO watts stand up b*d 9 mm.
SDIHII. Entry leval - 1 OO watts - 20 mln.
Sonnabraune: Entry level - 1 OO wiitl.s
90 IT
w/faclal

Need a job
next semester?
^

I earn

Wednesday, December 22
Fountain Food Court

WE HAVE
STATE-OF-THE-ART
BEDS!

9 Beds Total!
Student caller
positions available
Earn $o.OO/hr
Work two
shifts per week
Shifts available:
.
Sunday 6:30-*> p.m.
Monday 6:30-9 p.m.
Tuesday 6:30-9 p.m.
Wednesday 6:3<>-*J p.m.

EKU PHONATHON

Interviews taking place January 10 - January 19

Call NOW to reserve your interview time!
Amanda Slusher, director of the Annual Fund,
622-8668

10sm 2 pm

Spring Phonathon begins January 26

tmmm

wmm
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Students chosen to speak at commencement
Graduates to reflect views
on experience at Eastern
BY ADAM BAKER

Editor

Two sinil.nl- will attempt l<>
inspire their fellow graduates
this semester when they take
the staKe .it ilii- year's com
mencemenl ceremonies.
Speaking ill ihe morning
ceremony, which «ill honor students from the colleges ol Arts
\- Sciences and Ittisiness &
rechnolog}", will IK- I'hil Kulil. a
biology major from Florence.
I.ynne Kain, a baccalaureate
nursing major from Midway,
will speak to graduates from the
Colleges "i Education, Health
Sciences and Justice & Safety,
al Ihe afternoon ceremony
Dean oi Students Claire
Good, one member »l the committee organized to select the
graduation speakers, said both
the speakers have interesting
stories to tell.
"We don'I want someone that

i- --(i focused on their experience, or it's an experience that
most people wouldn't relate to
HI wouldn't understand." she
said. "They have to have something to say — something that
thej value about the KKl' experience."
She said six students applied
this semester to speak al graduation. Depending on the size ol
the , jaduating class, she said,
more than 10 people usually
apply.
"I think it's a really neat
thing to have students speak at
commencement." she said. "At
the other universities where
I've worked, they've never dune
that."
Morning spt-aker
Persistence will be the locus
oi Kuhl's graduation speech, an
attribute he said is essential for
achieving any goal.
"A lot of the most successful people in the world aren't

necessarily
the most talented people,
but they're
the people
who
have
worked the
hardest and
stuck
with
their
goal
through the Phil Kuhl. a
hard times." biology major
he said.
from Florence,
Kuhl.
a will speak at
kicker
for the morning
Eastern's commencefootball team, ment.
said lie has
enjoyed his
past
four
years at Eastern.
"I've been fortunate enough
to be a student athlete." he said.
"A lot of student athletes have
a stereotype that they excel in
sports but kind of slack in the
classroom." He explained he
has been successful in both
— a fact he owes to a strong
work ethic.
"That work ethic comes from
my dad." he said. "He worked
night shifts all the time when I

Two ceremonies scheduled
to recognize fall graduates
BY_£BIC BARRIER

News wntt'i

Fall commencement ceremonies will be held in the
morning and the afternoon of
Dec. IX in Alumni Coliseum.
During the first ceremony,
at Hi a.m.. candidates from the
College ol Arts •<• Sciences
and the College ol Business
& Technology will be honored. The second ceremony,
at :i p.m., will honor candidates
from the College ol Education.
the College ol Justice \ Safch
and tin College ol Health
Sciences.
According to a university
news release, 755 bachelor's
degree candidates, 159 master's degree candidates and HO

associate-degree candidates
will be honored during the two
ceremonies,
The morning ceremony will
feature honorary speaker lane
II. Steplienson. who will receive
an honorary doctorate in
humanities. Stephenson established the New Opportunity
School for Women in Korea in
1987 and served as its executive director until 1998. Tinschool features a three-week
residential program designed
to educate women from the
Appalachian region and help
them become employed.
"I was very surprised to be
honored and very pleased, as
well, thai I he New (Opportunity
School is being honored."
Stephenson said

Stephenson said she plans
to speak about making a difference in others' lives by living
and leading one as an exampie.
Ihe afternoon ceremony
will feature honorary speaker
R Douglas Scutchfield. who
will receive an honorary doctorate in science.
Scutchfield received his
bachelor's
degree
from
Eastern and now serves as
the director of the Center for
Health Services Management
and Research al the University
of Kentucky as well as editor
for Ihe American Journal of
Preventative Medicine.
Reach Eric at
eric barriervieku.edu

EKU Colonel
BASKETBALL
vs.
Greenville
College

was a little kid. He worked 15
hour days just to make our life
better."
Kuhl said he has always tried
to be the best he can be.
"Being a student-athlete, I
wanted to be the best student
I possibly could and also the
best football player I possibly
could." he said.
He added that it will be hard
to say goodbye to Eastern and
all the friends he has made.
"I've met a lot of good professors here that now I consider
friends, and also with the football team. I've made life-long
friends." he said. "It's not like
I'm happy to gel out of here. It's
nice to be done, but there's a lot
of things I'm going to miss."
Kuhl will graduate with a
degree in biology and has been
accepted into dental school at
both the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
He said he still hasn't picked
between the two but plans to
become an oral surgeon.
Afternoon speaker
Kain.
originally
from
Virginia, said she feels honored

to be chosen
as a speaker

— especially

since she is a
non-traditional student.
"loiter in
life.
there
aren't
too
many opportunities to do Lynne Kain. a
something a baccalaureate
little extra." nursing major
she said. "1 from Midway,
haven't done will speak at
something the afternoon
like
this commencebefore."
She ment.
explained
while pursuing her first bachelor's degree
at Morehead State University
that she had many opportunities to get more involved but
passed them up due to her
work schedule.
"This time. I thought, well. I
am going to go for it." she said
"I am going to try and do gomething different — branch out."
She said the basis for her
speech centers around the idea

Reach Adam at
adam baker3H@eku.edu

Finals Schedule
Class
Meets
S am —
9:05 am
10:10 am
11:15 am
12:20 pm
1:25 pm
2:30 pm
3:35 pm
4:40 pm

Day of
Final Exam
Friday, Dec. 1 7
Wednesday, Dec. 15
Monday, Dec. 13
Monday. Dec. 13
Friday. Dec. 17
Monday. Dec. 13
Wednesday. Dec. 15
Wednesday, Dec. 15
Friday, Dec. 17

Monday
Night"....

.Monday. Dec. 13

6 pm - 8 pm

Wednesday
Night"

.Wednesday, Dec. 15

6 pm - 8 pr

Time of
Final Exam
8 am -10 am
8 am - 10 am
8 am - 10 am
10:30 am -12:30 pm
10:30 am -12:30 pm
1 pm - 3 pm
1 pm - 3 pm
3:30 p.m - 5:30 pm
1 pm - 3 pm

TR-" CLASSES
Class
Meets
8 am
9:30 am
1 1 am
12:30 am
2 pm
3:30 pm

Day of
Final Exam
Thursday, Dec. 16
Tuesday, Dec. 14
Tuesday Dec. 14
Thursday, Dec. IS
Tuesday, Dec. 14
Thursday. Dec. 16

Tuesday
Night*

Tuesday, Dec. 14 •.

6 pm - 8 pm

Thursday
Night*

Thursday. Dec. 16

6 pm - 8 pm

Time of
Final Exam
8 am -10 am
8 am - 10 am
1 0:30 am -12:30 pm
10:30 am -12:30 pm
>... 1 pm - 3 pm
1 pm - 3 pm

JOINT FINAL EXAMS
CHE 101
Tuesday. Dec. 14
3:30 pm - 5:30 pm
CHE 1 1 1
Wednesday. Dec. 1 5. 10:30 am -12:30 pm
CHE 112. 362
Monday. Dec. 13....... 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm

b^-

live Music

T
•#»%
.*.

itflro<5

Tuesday
December 14
McBrayer
Arena
7:30 PM

of "bringing it all together and
the steps that we take to get to
where we are."
She said most graduates
feel as though they've reached
the final goal of graduation but
don't understand it's not the
final challenge they'll have to
face.
"We've reached this point in
our lives in which we've finally
accomplished this, and yet the
next day we're going to wake up
and have more goals." she said.
"We have to keep aiming and
striving to bring it together."
Kain said during her time at
Eastern she was impressed by
the availability of resources.
"After being out and working for 12 years, it was nice to
come to an area that has this
nucleus of support." she said.
'That was refreshing."
Kain, who will receive a
nursing degree from Eastern
Dec 18. said she wants to do
something in pediatrics or surgery and then one day persue
her doctorate.

RICHMOND, KY
I3I N FUST ST

Friday Night

Saturday Night

"Wild Fire"
"Caught Red Handed"
National Bluegrass Touring Act
Classic Rock
Grammy Nominees

Shepherd ^SUZUKI&
NAPA Service Center
Open Monday—Friday
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. -1 p.m.

{\m
AUTOCAR*
CEMIR

For Tickets Call 622-2122
ymfinN.EKUSports.com
^K

• TIRES
• MUFFLERS
•OIL CHANGES
• MECHANICAL REPAIRS
• AIR CONDITIONER
•TRANSMISSIONS

•BRAKES
•ALIGNMENTS
• COMPUTER BALANCING
•ALL PARTS & LABOR
ARE WARRANTED
12 MONTHS/12,000 MILES

■■■■■•"■•••■■■■••■■■•■"•■i

10% Discount with student I.D.

)

290 EKU By Pass- Richmond KY40475~

859-624-5500
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HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD: McGREGOR HALL

RHC focuses on keeping connected with residents
BY KELLY £TMEHEDGE

Staff writer
For Tamara Stephens, having contact with students is
very important. Six- plans to
continue working in student
affairs and vows to "work very
hard to maintain student con
tact."
"Many student-affairs professionals lament as they become
more educated and are promoted that they sec Uss students and more paperwork.''
Stephens said. "1 hope for a
position in whk'h I can maintain contact with students."
Iliis is Stephen's third year
as a residence hall coordinator at Eastern. She worked
lor three years in the Student
life offne at Herea College,
where she was an undergraduate. Shes attending graduate
school part lime at Eastern
in pursuit ol her Master's of

Arts in human services with
an option in student personnel
in higher education she will
graduate in May.
After obtaining her master's,
Stephens hopes in specialize in
her Work.
"I hope to serve a more spe
cific population ol students in
another capacity in ihe near
future." she said.
Stephens finds the opportunity she has lor helping students in her job to be very
rewarding.
'The most rewarding part
of my job is when I am able tu
make a difference in tin life ol a
student," she said. "Sometimes,
that comes from helping the
RAs io pin on a program thai
the residents will enjoy to helping students see llteir role in
the community through volunteer work."
Stephens finds the most
challenging aspect ol her job is

Brooke Rasor/Progress
Tamara Stephens is in her third year as an RHC for Eastern.
when students get into trouble.
"One aspect ol college life
that brings about problems is

stress," she said. "The students

have too many obligations from
lakinx too many credit hours
to workinn too many hours at
an off-campus job. That stress

translates to roommate conflict
'or visiting downtown loo often.
Many people lell students that
this is the happiest years of
your life, and it is. but we also
acknowledge that ii can also be
a verv stressful lime ol your
life."
In an effort to deal with this.
Stephens and her colleagues
have noticed many programs
dealing with slress relief and
time management They plan
to have more in the spring.
Stephens has only positive
things to say, about Eastern.
It is very comfortable and
fun." she said.
She also said she's received
lots of support from some of
the administration, and she
considers many of them to be
Kreat friends
"As an undergraduate. I had
such a wonderful experience
at Berea that I never thought
it could be topped. Thankfully,

thai wasn't true." she said
sin- also ihinks Eastern has
a welcoming, small-town feel.
"I like the tact that EKU
offers a wide variety of opportunities just as the bigger universities do but that it somehow
gives you a comfortable smallcommunity feeling," she said
"KK1 is very welcoming "
Stephens reminds students
that in order to get something,
you have to give something.
"Sacrifice
and
success
Ho hand in hand." she said.
Although she advises and
leaches students, she also realizes that she can learn from
them.
"1 do believe that the residents have taught me much
more thai I ever taught them."
she said. "They energize me
and keep me young."

Reach Kelly at
progress"eku edu
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119 Water Street
Richmond, KY
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^Hopping
Add Magia
Preadsticks
M.99

Add Cherry or
Cinnamon Sweetie
Pie

holiday Sec sou rtttXl year!
Mondav 7 a.m. -6pm.
Wednesday 7 a.m - 3 p.m.
Friday 7am 6 p.m
Sundays- Closed
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Located at 527R Leighway Prive
Next to the new Little Ceasers in College Park Center town
from Ocean Front Tan right off the Bypass.
Phone: 859-625 4646
Sale continues through Christmas Eve

Just in:
Hottest new sterling silver cuf t
bracelets in the newest hot designs.
"Jest prices in town on new sterling
silver jewelry"

Just Arrived:
Huge selection of
wowens cuf f watches.
Guaranteed lowest prices in town?

Sale:
Womens A£F cords just

♦19.99

All wens & womens jeans are marked *5-20 off
Mens A£F and AE hoodies and zip ups
*5.00 off.
Mens and womens Abercrombie winter hats
starting at M 2.90.
All of the hottest new clothes at
discount prices.
All Yon Putch hats and tees - *5.00 off
All NY 6- Co. £ Express Earrings
and silver rings - *5.00 off

GET UP TO 50% BACK FOR YOUR TEXTBOOKS
IF THEY ARE USED AGAIN NEXT TERM.
INCREASE THE SUPPLY OF
LOWER PRICED USED TEXTBOOKS
FOR OTHER STUDENTS.

CHECK WITH YOUR FACULTY
TO SEE IF THEY ARE REUSING
YOUR BOOKS NEXT TERM.
EKU Bookstore
Keen Johnson Bldg.
PH: (859) 622-26% Fax:(859)622-2660 ,
Web: eku.bkstore.com Email: SM249@bncollege.com
'Visit the store, or out of our mtny remote locations during exam week: Telford, Keen, Strttton, torbin, Danville or
Manchester
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Adam Baker, editor
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► News Quiz

All work,
eN°0

OK. boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.

%

University should
provide interesting
speakers, activities

Jason Lee'Progress

What group has
proposed a plan for
the old bowlingalley space?

a) Aramark
b) Student Affairs
c) ITDS
The university has
changed the logo to
what?

What a breath of fresh air Rebekka Armstrong
was Friday night. Not only did she deliver an important and valuable message, she was an entertaining,
interesting person.
She is, after all, a former Playmate of the Month,
and that distinction alone will pique most people's
interests. That is exactly what most of the universitysponsored programs have failed to do this semester:
pique anyone's interest.
One has to look no further than the fall-concert
debacle to see how the university has completely
dropped the ball on giving students something to do
after classes end. After a Juvenile concert didn't pan
out. university officials and student leaders said they
would at least host a number of local bands, but even
that failed to materialize. We pay too much in tuition
and other fees for Eastern not to be able to afford a
big-name act (Andrew W. K., anyone?) for the spring
semester.
And the downtown scene isn't helping out matters,
as The Progress reported earlier in the semester.
From police sandbagging the clubs to keg-registration laws one would get the impression Richmond is
doing everything it can to fight Eastern's enrollment.
The one bright spot on an otherwise bleak semester for student activities has been athletics. But what
a bright spot that has been. A very good volleyball
team su'annulled through die OVC, the men's basketball team is off to its best start in a half century,
and the Eastern-Western football game drew a nearrecord crowd. ()n top of that, the new Fitness and
Weilness Center has been bustling with activity, and
the intramural program really has been expanded
— Dead Week, in fact, featured a dodgeball tournament.
The Student Government Association has an
entire branch devoted to student activities. What
have thev been doing with their time and annual budget, of nearly $160.(XX). this semester?
Hosting interesting speakers and entertaining
activities should be a top priority for the university.
While the window-sign policy stirred up a good deal
of discontent, at least it drew protests and stirred
students into action. When students have a lack of
interest in activities on campus, however, that simply
fosters apathy, and no one wants that.

► Campus Comments

%
a) "Where students and learning
come first"
b) "Where free speech comes
second to aesthetics"
c) "Where students can't wait to
pack their bags to go home"
Why was a former
Playboy Playmate on
campus?
%
a) To speak about living with
AIDS
b) A photoshoot
c) To recruit playmates

Nathan Gray/Progress

This volleyball player
is getting ready for a
trip to what?

%

a) A sleepover at President
Glasser's house
b) The NCAA volleyball tournament
c) A weekend at a spa

Final exams are next week, and many students stress out while studying. Accent editor Kasey Doyle asked students what they do to relieve stress.
LEV)

n
BUR

Don't overload
myself... Plenty
of sleep.

Hometown:
Shelbyville
Major Biology
Year Sophomore

Take time to go lift
weights or shoot
basketball. I do
some kind of physical activity.

I pray about
my finals, and it
makes me feel a lot
better. And I run.
Hometown:
Circleville, Ohio
Major
Undeclared
Year Freshman

Hometown:
East Dublin, Ga.
Major
Physical fitness
Year Junior

► How to reach us
To report a story or idea

To place an ad

My turn & letters policy

News
Megan Hansen. 622-1872

Display
Ashley Prichard. 622-1881

Ttie Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous commits or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.

Around&About
Megan Jones. 622-1882
Who's That?
Stephanie Schell. 622-1872
Sports
Todd Purvis. 622-1872
The Studio
Cindy Held. 622-1572

Classified/Subscriptions
Gina Portwood, 622-1881
To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Nathan Gray, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available
by mail at a cost of $1 per
issue. $20 per semester,
or $38 per year payable in
advance.

Major
Undeclared
Year Freshman

•

TlThe Eastern

Phone: I859i 622-1861 I E-Mail: progressC^eku edu I Fax: (859) 622-2354

Accent
Kasey Doyle. 622-1882

1

I hang out with
friends, but I also
need my alone time
to study.

Progress
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentuck) I ntversity, Richmond. Ky HM1 •
Adam Baker
Editor
Tracy Hanty
Managing Editor

lason Ixv
Staff artist
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member ol the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception Q( vacation and examination periods. Any talse or misleading advertising should
be reported to Adviser/General Manager. Steve Dozier at (859) 622-1143
Opinions expressed herein are those ol student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views ol the university
Student editors also decide the news and informational content
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There's something in the water' Editor says farewell to job,
*tells administration to get grip
Brook
Rasor

&

My Turn

They say there is something in the water in Mt.
Sterling, something that is
making anyone still in their
ihildbearing years (and some
who aren't) pregnant. It has
affected my Jiome church
more times than I can count,
and my family has felt the
effects of it as well.
My
church only averages around
KM) on a Sunday, and we have
eight people who are pregnant right now and five who
have had kids in the last seven
months. It is complete madness. And. as of last week. I
fit right in.
When I got married eight
months ago. I was a freshman in college. 19 years old
and head over heels in love.
Never in my wildest dreams
did I expect to find out a few
months later I was going to
have a little one of my own.

Don't get me wrong: I love
kids, but finding oul 1 had one
growing inside of me scared
me to death. Hut it was a
little too late to do anything
except be happy, excited and
still scared to death. So 1 happily joined the ranks of my
three cousins, four friends
and several church members
who are all pregnant.
My husband, on the other
hand, took it a little differently. We had talked several
times about having children
and how many we wanted to
have, but we weren't planning any until I was out of
college. Just a word of advice
to anyone who is a first-time
mommy-lobe and hasn't told
the father yet: Don't tell him
over the phone. My dear
husband was luckily sitting
down, but he still almost
fainted. I had to laugh at him.
but I knew it was a shock to
him and. knowing him. il is a
wonder he didn't faint.
Even more humorous was
his way of "proving" to himself that I really was pregnant.
When he came home, he had
a home pregnancy test for
me. This wouldn't have been
so funny except I had already

taken two.
He even made
sure lo gel the 'Mir With the

digital readout so we couldn't
gel confused. I think he was
confused enough lor the both
of us because even when il
clearly said "pregnant," he
shook il a lew limes as if thai
would change the outcome.
Ilig surprise: Il didn't.
Now. I am only seven
weeks along, so you wouldn't
know it if you look at me, but
you would sure know il by the
way I am constantly throwing
up and how tired I am most
of the lime. According lo the
doctor, the baby is only the
si/e of a kernel of corn right
now, but it's funny lo think
thai something that small can
make me so sick. We were
careful and look precautions
but somehow managed with
a baby. It's the same slory
with most of the people in my
church and family. I guess
(iod just had oilier plans for
Ml. Sterling, or maybe there
really is something in the
water.
Hrook is a freshman journalism major from Mt. Sterling.
She is the assistant photo editor for The Progress.

► letters to the editor

Conformity should not be important
I write lo commend those
students who stood up for
free speech on campus and
also President Glasser for
suspending the sign policy for
re-examination.
While
conformity
and
building aesthetics may be
desirable in private apartment complexes. I do not believe this should be the goal
of residence halls on a public
university's campus. College
is about exchange of ideas
and views, and part of "eel

ebrating diversity" should be
allowing the views of many,
not silencing them. The U.S.
Supreme Court ruled long
ago lhal the First Amendment
protects nonverbal expression
as well as vocal speech, and il
has given the widest range of
protection to political and religious expression, whether
popular or not. The court has
also ruled that neither students nor faculty give up Iheir
civil liberties when they set
foot on campus and that there

Student bothered by
name of campus group;
Crusades were violent
In last week's Progress,
the issue of religious
respect was brought to
discussion. That discussion
reminded me of something
that has bothered me for
the few years I have been at
Kastern.
Campus Crusade for
Christ is a very large student group on this campus
with a lot of advertising
throughout the school.
Now, 1 have no personal
problem with the group and
have had many enlightening
discussions with some of its
members, but the name of
the group has always kind of
irked me.
I could be wrong, but I
believe that the Crusades
was a holy battle thai
Christians fought to converl
those who did not believe as

they did. particularly those
of Muslim faith.
The
Crusades
were
bloody and violent and do
not evoke a memory of peace
and love thai I believe the
actual members of the CKll

organization stands for.
just like President Hush
using the word "crusade"
in the State of the Union
address two years ago. I
believe the wording is illlimed because of Ihe current state of the world.
If you do not agree. I
understand, but consider
this: How much of an objection would you have if someone wanted lo start a group
called "Campus Jihad for
Allah."
Cullin Weiskopf,
Student

is no constitutional right to
not be offended. (There are
limits — iruly threatening
hate speech, for example, is
noi protected.)
Eastern is
involved in a project lo encourage political and civic engagement. As part of thai, we
should be a "marketplace of
ideas" in student residences
and faculty offices as well as
in classrooms.
Jane Kainey.
Professor

For more
letters to the
editor, log
dnto
www. easternprogress, com

NBC Nightly News Anchor

Tom Brokaw did it. CBS
Anchor Dan Rather is getting
ready lo do it. So. I guess it's
time lor me lo do it, loo.
Will, dial's not exactly
why I'm saying farewell to
The Progress, but it's nice to
know my role model. Brokaw,
and I have at least one thing
in common
This semester has been
one of the most challenging
chapters of my life. I stepped
up as editor during a lime of
vast change at The Progress.
The majority of it was behind
the scenes, bin I tried my best
to minimize its impact on our
product each week by putting
out the best paper possible,
even under abnormal circumstances.
I could not have done it
though without a first-class
staff. When obstacles were
thrown their way, they handled ihe situations to the best
of Iheir abilities because they
knew we had a paper to put
out. I owe a lot to this semester's staff for sticking with
it. I could not have gotten
through it without them.
We've all given a lot to
this paper. A search in The
Progress' database shows I've
written nearly 21)0 articles
in my two-year career here.
Although that number was
easy lo calculate. I couldn't
begin to count the number of
hours I've s|X'iil at this place
Since I began as a freshman.
I've gone with little tO no sleep
every single Tuesday, our
deadline night, since starling
college. The Progress has literally been my life for as long
as I can remember.
As I write my lasl My Turn
column, it's clear lhal as much
as I've given lo this paper, it's
given me even more in return.
I've made some of my best
friends al this place.. Making
a 200-mile jump across the
state to a college in a place-

where 1 knew no one: I fell
welcomed by the people at
this paper.
Our former adviser quickly became not just a professor
bui also a close friend. She
laughl me and the other staffers far beyond the subject
of journalism by advising us
about life. Professors such as
her leave a lasting impact on
students' lives. I'm thankful
she was a part of mine.
My firsi real introduction
to journalism came from the
editor during my first semes
ter al The Progress. She was
Iruly a role model for me
then and even more so when
I stepped up this semester as
editor. Although she had been
gone for several semesters,
I drew from her legacy and
what she instilled in me early
on. The job's been tough, bul,
for Ihe most part. I've loved
every second of It.
There are so many things
I'll miss and then again so
many things I won't. For the
past two years. I've been a
part of this paper. I'll miss
picking il up every Thursday
morning and knowing I took
a part in it. I won't miss gelling back into my dorm at
4 a.m. Wednesday morning
after getting the paper together. I'll miss being able to tell
the stories that. I hop*', made
a little difference.
Lastly, it seems it's been
the tradition for the outgoing
editor to leave some SOW of
advice to the staff in his or
her lasl column — something
beneficial lo them to use after
they're gone. Instead of giving
Ihem advice directly. I think
il would be more helpful to
give advice lo the people ihey
have to deal with daily.
The university community
has seemed extra guarded
this semester. Dealing with
the press is a fact of life and is
an essential part of any wellinformed community.
A reporter will always have
to deal with sources refusing
to comment, avoiding phone
calls or referring them to
someone else — that, too,
is a fact of life. However, the
number of times the staff al
ihis newspaper has run into
lhal problem, or related ones,
seems almost ridiculous.
F.ven the most innocent

siory sometimes turns into
a frustrating game of trying
to gel sources io comment.
Our university president is
even hard to reach. It's unfor
lunati- Even worse, the problem goes beyond ihe president.
It's a virus that's consumed
too many administrators, lim
some have avoided il, and I'm
thanklul in those few who
have offered complete cooperation over the years.
People such as Housing

Director KennaMiddleton and
Associate Vice President of
Enrollment Aaron Thompson
have always been helpful to
me. They oiler a fresh, spinfree perspective oil things
and are always willing to talk
even il a story isn't going to
put Ihem in the best of light.
They understand iheir
job and, more importantly,
understand ours perfectly.
They'll tell you like it is and
are no-nonsense kind ol people. They have never told me
lhal they didn't have time or
relerred me to someone else.
They've definitely made my
life easier, and it's disappointing there aren't more people
like Ihem out there.
Thai's the last way I'll
attempt to help my Staff and
better this paper to oiler a
plea to this community to
relax, get a grip and understand The Progress' role ;t!
Ihis university.
The next time you pick up
the pa|xT. I will have passed
ihe editorship onto u verj
capable replacement, Tracy
Haney. and will be focusing
on my 19-credit-hour courseload. For now, though, I must
find an end
I hale goodbyes and have
never done Ihem very well.
It's why I've made it a personal policy to never actually sa>
goodbye; instead. I think "see
you later" works. Goodbye
carries an uncomfortable
amount of finality for me,
I'll end this column no different, and say thanks for letting me be the editor ol this
paper, and. of course — see
you later.
Adam is a junior broadcasting and'electronic media major
from Hancock County. He is
the editor for The Progress.

The Progress wishes everyone good luck on finals.
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Professor says administration
needs to improve communication
about future plans, decisions
With Thanksgiving just past,
I think this would be a good
time to thank those in Eastern's
administration responsible for
making Eastern such an exciting place to work.
At most, perhaps all. other
institutions, faculty are kept
informed of possible changes
that might have some bearing
on their teaching or research
duties, e.g.. summer schedules.
However, at such institutions,
faculty members likely become
bored.
Everything is as expected
and predictable. Not so at
F-astern. Here, faculty are kept
guessing. We may plan on a
particular summer schedule
(maybe like last year's?), but,
and this is the exciting part.

we don't know whether those
plans will be relevant. Sure,
some might argue that it would
be nice to know well in advance
what the summer schedule will
be so we can plan research activities, vacations and so on. But
I think most faculty members at
Eastern prefer the unexpected
and would rather not know that
summer schedules are going to
be changed until, oh, just a few
months ahead of time. As the
saying goes. EKU PRIDE ... in
being kept out of the loop.
So, once again, many thanks
to those responsible for making
sure life at Eastern remains exciting and unpredictable.
Gary Ritchison.
Professor
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How to Sav
19 Meals w/ $150 Flex Dollars... $3.54 /meal!
15 Meals w/ $150 Flex Dollars... $4.15 /meal!
10 Meals w/ $200 Flex Dollars... $4.75 /meal!
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Sign up @ www.ekudining.com or visit the Colonel
I Card office, located in Powell on the first floor.
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► Slam dunk

The men's basketball
team lias won its Srsi
five games. Turn to
Sports lor details on the
season.
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Academic Anxiety
75 percent of students
experience test stress
BY BRITTNEY HAYNES
«Mor

Sweating. rapid heartbeat and
failure to recall foils you know,
These are all sinus of text
anxiety.
With linals week approaching, many students may begin I"
experience test anxiety with so
many important tests scheduled
so dose together.
"Test anxiety is an issue most
college students experience,"
siid Jen Walker, director til the
Counseling Center.
A study conducted by the
Counseling Center found that 75
percent of students experience
test anxiety.
Students usually experience
test anxiety because they set
unrealistic goals for themselves
and because of IXMIC time management, psychology professor
Don Real said.
Amanda baker, a freshman
nursing major, said she gets
stressed out during linals week
and feels she has lest anxiety.
"I try not to procrastinate on
studying. ... I study and get my

papers in on time ... so i can relax some on the weekend before
linals." liaker said.
Walker tills students experience test anxiety when they are
unable to concentrate although
they are prepared for a test, she
said.
Walker also said negative
thoughts such as "I have to make
an A" or "I'm going to fail this
test" can affect a student's test
performance.
"Our thoughts can affect our
behavior," Walker said.
Thinking positive thoughts
can help overcome anxiety.
Walker said
Peggy Brewer, a management
professor, tries to emphasize (he
main points included in her tests
and uses the same test format to
help alleviate students' anxiety,
she said.
"Iliis generation of college
students experiences more
stress than any generation before," Brewer said.
Beal SUggeSfS that proles
SOTS should be sensitive to the
fact that many students have lest
anxiety and refer students to the

Counseling Center.
Walker and Heal both suggest
that students try to relax.
"Relaxation and anxiety are
incompatible with each other."
Walker said.
If a student is relaxed, his
or her mind can't no blank, she
added.
Chris Stokley. a freshman
Spanish-education major, said he
has test anxiety and usually sec
ond-guesses himself.
Heal suggests that students
who lind themselves unable to
recall facts should put their |x-ncils down and relax for a minute
before continuing their lest.
One technique to relax is to
lake deep brealhs. Walker said.
She also suggests that a student lake a minute to imagine a
place they have been where they
are comfortable.
Releasing tension can also
help students relax. Walker said.
Students should take tests
one question at a time rather
than looking at the test as a
whole. Heal said.
Focus on taking the test and
not on what happens after test.

Brooke Rasor'Progress
.Ryan Cornell, a junior management major, studies for his management final in the Student Services
Building computer lab on Tuesday afternoon

Walker said.
Stokley relieves his stress by
playing video games. "It helps
take my mind off of it." he said.
Stokley also lias a "test ritual"
ol eating rice (luring linals week
for extra carbohydrates, he said.
It's "brain fuel." Stokley said.
Walker also suggests that stu-

dents not pay attention to what
other students say about a test
before the examination.
"Realize you will run into
questions you don't know the
answer to right away." Walker
said.
lest anxiety is something sill:
dents can get help with, Walker

said.
For mure information on
studying anil test anxiety, log
onto the Counseling Center's
Web site at hltp://wwwcounseling.eku.edu.
Reach Brittney at
brittney haynesl Beku • tliy

Managing final -exam pressure

"■

\

The Counseling Center
offers test-taking tips to
help students manage
test anxiety. Here are
some of their suggestions.

energy snack to the
test.

Preparation
1. Prepare well in advance.

6. Know the time and
place of the exam.

2. Avoid last-minute
cramming.

5. Relax and compose
yourself prior to the
exam.

7. Know what you will
need to bring.

Taking the Test
1. Read all directions
carefully.
2. Survey the entire
test.
3. Budget your time.
4. Start with questions
you know and come
back to questions you
are unsure about.

Brooke Rasor/Progress
Rhonda Keaton. right, and Melissa McQueary study for their
organic-chemistry final in the Java City Cafe on Tuesday afternoon

4. Eat good, nutritious
food, and bring a high-

9. Have extra pens or
pencils with you.
10. Don't talk to classmates immediately
beforehand.

7. If you go blank and
can't think of anything
to write, go to another
question or another
part of the test.
8. Relax yourself physically during the test.

5. If you have questions about directions
or procedures, ask for
clarification.

9. If you are not thinking well, lay your test
aside, and take several slow, deep breaths.
Concentrate on your
breathing.

6. Avoid doubting yourself, wondering how

http://www.counseling.
eku.edu

8. Be on time.
3. Aim for seven to
eight hours of sleep the
night before a major
exam.

other people are doing
or blaming yourself.

wmmum
C
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Season spice-up
Fiesta highlights foreign language
with dance, Mexican food, celebration
BY MEGAN JONES

i i
rii<- winter months normally signal the arrival of Ihe
holiday season for many, but
ihi-. evening students, faculty
and members <>i the community will have the chance to
celebrate the importance of
foreign language and ils mean
inn during a liesta.
I'romSp.m lo8p.m, rhurs
day al the Keen Johnson Kallroom, everyone will be able to
experience poetry, dance and
song with a little Mexican food
on the side.
"It's an open least, an open
liesta, for everyone, even outside ol the department.'" said
Manuel Cortes, coordinator ol
Ihe "Spanish section ol ihe department ol foreign languages
and humanities, "We want
everyone to know the importance ol foreign language in
ihe United Stales and modern
world, especially in Kentucky
hi cause Kenluckians are becoming more and more Interested in foreign language
It's amazing to gee even with
"-Indents. We are gelling calls
from all around for information about courses in foreign
languages such as French and

Spanish."
Ihe most important thing
to remember about a liesta is
dancing is a very critical part
oi ihe celebration.
At Ihe end of the performances, there will be Student
instructors who will show attendees how to perform the

44
We want to ...
show the
community the
beauty... of
experiencing a
foreign
language.
— Manuel Cortes
Coordinator

99

Salsa and Merengue tropical
dances from I alin America and
the Dominican Republic. (Tories added.
"We want to oiler the community a cultural atmosphere
tilled with music, poetry, dances and theater, and to show
the community Ihe beaut) and
pleasure ol experiencing a foreign language." he said.
Many of ihe performers at
the winter fiesta are foreign
language class members who
decided, as a class, to perform
a special song or drama piece.
An Arabic class will be sing
"The Moon" in the traditional
tongue, and Spanish 301 students will perform a theatrical
piece. "Se Necesitan Xapados"
(They Need Shoes). There will
also be Kanji. a Japanese calligraphy demonstration.

"The winter liesta also
shows how languages can give
you access In poetry, music
and drama." Cortes said. "We
want to promote the importance oi language studies in
this multi-cultural world, and
we would like to interact with
the community and students."
Native speakers and faculty
who study and leach foreign
languages are also scheduled
to attend and interact with
guests
Cortes pointed out Ihe li
i -i.i i-. an opportunity tor ihe
community to celebrate the
seasons and for students to
inert faculty in the department
of foreign languages and humanities.
"We're trying to get the students to come and have the
opportunity i<> socialize by getling to know faculty members
and members of the community." he said.
Mexican food will also be
served to all attending the
winter liesta. Sofia l.oya. local
Mexican cook, 'vill cater tinevent.
The fiesta, which began
in 1998. was the idea ol Anne
Brooks, a now-retired faculty
member. The flesla still continues on today with Ihe help of
Marianclla Machado. coordinator ol ihe event.
Cortes encourages ever)
one to attend. Students may
also bring Iheir relatives and
friends to this celebration.

Nathan Gray/Progress

Spring fever
Mandi Silber. left, a marketing and Spanish major from Northern Kentucky, kicks a soccer ball
with Kari Hearn. right, a pre-physical-therapy major also from Northern Kentucky, on an unusually
warm Tuesday afternoon. The temperature reached 67 degrees on Dec. 7.

Reach Megan at
megun joHesl23@eku.edu
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Thank you for
choosing to
reserve your
textbooks at the
EKU Bookstore.
Located in the
Keen Johnson Bldg.
Phone: 859-622-2696
Fax: 859-622-2660
email: SM249@bncollege.com
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Cooperative education awards in more ways than one
B* STEPHANIE

SCHEU.
Who's Thai? editor

li is iioi necessarily uncommon lor graduates to choose
;i different career lhan thai of
IInir degree. A major is typically chosen according io the
Interests of tin- student, but
in the real world things can
change.
On-the-job experience can
conn' in handy lor recent graduates. Cooperative education
and internships can provide
this experience.
However, cooperative education can provide school
credit along with valuable
experience after graduation.
Brooke Ratliff proved how
cooperative education paid oil
lor her. Although she has yet
io graduate, she has a leg up
on her career
Bechtel
Parsons
Mine
(irass, a company that helps
with sail' destruction of chemical weapons, employs her.
Ratliff s degree is in communication.
Although the two don't
seem to complement one

another, the degree she
strives for helps her with
Bechtel Parsons, said Hob
Kudd. according to an e-mail.
Kudd was the project contract
manager lor a deal going on
in Pasadena. Calif. Ratliff was
recommended for an on thespot bonus award regarding
the project.
Ratliff came through lor
Kudd and Uechlel Parsons.
"Because of her excellent
communication skills, computer-application skills. <|uick
uptake and perceptiveness,
her experience went well
beyond administrative support," according to Kudd.
At 215 years old. Kallill
is employed full lime with
Bechtel Parsons. A promotion
has made her executive assistant. She said this is not what
she originally sought with a
communications degree, but
she said she really enjoys her
job.
Katlill'is a senior at Eastern.
By the time she was ,1 sophomore, she had landed a cooperative education spot with
Bechtel Parsons.

Katlill said Karen Rudick,
associate professor ol communications, was a factor in her
decision to take on coopers
live education when she did.
Rudick explained Io Ratlill
how important it is to receive
work experience along with a
degree.
Kentucky Association ol
Cooperative
Education \Career Kmploymenl gives
away two awards each year to
two deserving students.
One college/university stu-.
dent and one technical and
Community college student
is awarded for outstanding
co op/intern
performance,
Participating schools across
the slati' nominate one student per facility for the award.
On Nov. 4, Ratliff accepted the KACECE award at an
awards luncheon in Lexington.
Hi-ides pride. Ratliff was
awarded a plaque and St00.
"(Cooperative education)
has put me where I am today."
Katlifi said. "I have an understanding of what I like and
where I want my future to
go."

Happy Holidays

Katlill recommends students get involved with cooperative education as soon as
possible.
She considers il extreme
ly important Io any college
student with aspirations ol a
career.
She said il is good for students because il the co-op they
take turns out to be something
they do not enjoy, il is obvious
the student should choose a
different path of education.
"It allows a laste ol the,
real world, what a company is
like," Katlifi said.
Ratlill also said il looks
good on a resume, as well,
to have experience through
cooperative education. It helps
apply what is learned in the
classroom and use il in real
situations.
Ratlill is proof coopera*
live education helps students
become successful.
Besides a secure job she
also has a plaque and an extra
$100 to show for it.

Reach Stephanie at
stephanir sekell@ehii.edu
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from all of v*
h«rt at

Brooke Rase Progress
Brooke Ratliff is the 2004 winner of the outstanding co-op student
award in the state She has gone from co-op to full-time employee
at Bechtel Parsons Blue Grass
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Thursday, December 9
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(No

their are two lines that don't match up.)

41 first glance, il looks like everybody gels drunk.

In reality
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Carved Roasted Steamship Round
Carved Raked Ham
Cornish Hens with Wild Mushroom Demi
Wild Rice Medley
Garlic Roasted Potatoes
Fresh Sage Cornbread Dressing
Cora Pudding
Rroccoli Casserole
Steamed Winter Vegetable Medley
Layered Salad £ Waldorf Salad £ Cranberry Salad

of EKlJ students have
Southern Style Holiday Dread & Pudding with Sauce
Pecan Pie 4 Pumpkin Pie & Banana's Foster
Ginger Oread Cookies $ Yule Log
Chefs Egg Nog

0 to 4
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Megan Hansen. Progress
Junior guard Matt Witt goes up tor a jumper in Thursday's 87-59
victory over Savannah State Witt led all scoiers in the game with
24 points off of six-of-10 shooting from behind the arc

Colonels solid
early in season
Bv TODD PURVIS
Sports editor

Senior outside hitter Lesley Aldridge spikes a ball in last
Friday's 3-0 loss to the University of Tennessee. Aldridge is

the lone senior on this year's team, which led the team with 11
kills and 13 digs against Tennessee.

Lady Colonels
fall to Vols' 3-0
of who we were playing and
where we were, but that is just
experience."
Freshman Amy Ariinghaus
gave the Colonels their only
lead of the match early in the
lisi game. Eastern hit just .147
in the match.
Senior Lesley Aldridge.
BY BRANDON ROBE
playing in her final game as a
Sports wnter
Colonel, posted team highs in
kills and digs with 11 and 13,
Eastern's volleyball team's respectively. Aldridge earned
storied season came to an end her 23rd double-double of the
last week, when thev fell in the season in the process, which
first round of the 2004 NCAA leads the team.
Volleyball
Championships
Freshmen Shelly George
by a 3-0 score to the No. 12 and Ariinghaus had seven kills
Tennessee Lady Vbls.
each, and junior Liz Guard
Eastern (27-5) was defeat- had nine kills along with three
ed in tin' first round of their blocks. Guard's season hitting
only other NCAA Tournament percentage ol .387 is a new
appearance in 1984 by IT.
school record. The old mark of
"The first whistle blows. .317 was set bv Sharon Moreno
and the players start to real- in 2001.
ize and think about where
Sophomore Kelly Jennings
they are.'' coach Lori Duncan is Eastern's all-time assists
said. We had some kids thai
were overwhelmed by the idea
See I-OSS, B5

Despite solid
season, Eastern
loses in first
round of NCAA

Junior middle blocker Liz Guard cheers on her team in last weekend's loss to the University of Tennessee: Guard had nine kills
and three blocks in the first round of the NCAA Tournament. ■

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

In its best start in over half a
century, the Eastern basketball
team has won five consecutive
games.
"We've gotten off to a good
start, but we still understand that
we have a long season ahead ol
us," coach Travis Ford said. "It's
been fun thus far. We've won
some good names, but we still
have a long way to no."
The Colonels kept their
record flawless after overcoming a half-time deficit to defeat
Coastal Carolina University 7762 in last Saturday's contest. The
win boosted Eastern's record to
5-0 and marked its best start
since 1951. The victory was also
the first time in Ford's tenure at
Eastern of starting the season
with two consecutive road wins.
"Coastal Carolina was a great
win for us on the road." Ford
said. "It was their home opener,
it was a packed crowd, and they
played extremely well, and you
could tell that they were hungry for a win and they played
extremely well."
Eastern jumped on Coastal
Carolina early, opening up a
21-10 lead that was capped off
by a jumper from junior center
Alonzo Hird with 9:33 left in the
first half.
After a scoring spurt of their
own. the Chanticleers cut the
lead to 23-17 with 7:44 left in the
first stanza of play.
The Colonels responded with
another convincing run of their
own. which gave them their biggest lead of the half at 28-17 with
6:49 left after junior guard Matt
Witt nailed a three pointer.
The Chanticleers outscored
Eastern 14-4 in the closing minutes of the half to give Coastal
Carolina a 32-31 advantage at
the break.

"We wen- down al halftime.
which is the first time thai we've
been down in a half all year
long, but we came mil and really dominated the second half,"
Ford said "Coastal Carolina
really jusi threw us their besl
punch."
Although the Colonels trailed
at the break, it was a possess) d
Jason McLeish that led Eastern
early in the second half. The
junior guard poured in 10 of
Eastern's firsi 14 points to put
the Colonels up by a 47-39 margin with 13:23 to play in the
second half.
Coastal Carolina managed
to cut the Eastern lead lo six
once again off a jumper from
junior guard Pole I'aelay. but
that proved to be as close as the
Chanticleers would come.
The Colonels pul the game
away with a U<-8 run, in which
they held Coastal Carolina to
three baskets in the final 2:15 ol
play. Eastern finished the game
with a 15-point margin of victory, bringing the final score lo
77-62.
'Hie Colonels were led by
four upperclassmen. all of whom
finished the game in double figures.
"Everyone really played well
in the second hall, but McLeish
and Hird really put us on their
backs and carried us." Ford
Said.
Mcl.eish led the Colonels
with a career-high at Eastern
with 19 points in addition to
three steals.
"Jason really made bin shots
and really controlled the game
offensively," Ford said.
Hird finished the game with
his first double-double of the
year with 17 |M>ints, 11 boards
and five blocked shols.
"Alonzo really scored in the
See HOOPS, B5

Southwest Missouri downs Eastern
a

BY BHANDQN ROBERTS.

SfX>rts writer

Eastern's women's basketball squad fell' to 3-3 on the
year losing 91-81 on the road to
Southwest Missouri
Eastern faced a deficit ol 25
points al one point in the contest
but fought back and made a
game out of it.

Brooke Rasor/Progress
Senior guard Candis Cook dribbles the ball down court in practice
earlier this week. The Lady Colonels fell to Southwest Missouri on
Sunday by a score of 91-81

'We played against a really
good team." Coach Larry Inman
said. "We got a lol from it and it
really helped us as a team."
The Lady Colonels led by five
early in the first period before a
6-0 Lady Bears run pul them
ahead 15-14.
Eastern trailed by as many
as 12 points in the first half, but
a three-point-play from Miranda
Eckerle cut the lead to nine with
two-and-a-half minutes to play in
the first half.
"Our defense has gol lo get
belter," Inman said. "I was proud
of our overall effort, and I fell
like our kids played extremely
hard."
SMS would score four unan-

Our rebounding has got to get better than it has been. We are still
not getting enough rebounds.
—Larry Joe Inman
Women's basketball coach

»
swered and go into the locker
room at halftime up by 12.
A three by Ashley Cazec in
the opining seconds of the third
period cut the SMS lead to nine.
With just over 14 minutes to
play in the game, SMS had built
a 20 point lead at 59-89,
Eastern trailed by as many
as 25 points twice and once was
with about six —T. tes left to
play.
I )own by 22 with a little under
lour minutes left in the game,
Eastern mounted a comeback,
l-iura Shelton scored 12 of her

18 points in the last four minutes as F.astern went on a 21-9
run. cutting the lead to as little
as nine in the process.
"We were down and we came
back," Inman said. "To do that
against a really good team is
good."
Eckerle and Shelton led the
way for the Colonels, both with
18 points each. Ram Garrett
chipped in with 15 while Cazee
finished with 11.
Garrett. a force down low for
the Colonels, sat most of the
first half because of foul trouble

and had all of her |x>ints in the
second half.
"When you give up 91 points,
you are supposed to gel beat,"
Inman said. "When you score
81 points, you are supposed to
win."
Garrett led the Colonels in
rebounds with a total of eight.
"Our rebounding has got
to be belter than it has been,"
Inman said. "We are still not gelting enough rebounds."
Leading the attack for
Southwest Missouri was Sarah
Klaasen, who led all scorers
with 25 points in the game.
The Lady Colonels will return
to action Dec. 9. when they play
Indiana State on the road.
"ISU is a very good team.
they press and they run and
jump," Inman said. "They'll
be another great test (or our
team."
The Colonels return home
Jan. 6 to host Tennessee Martin
at 6:30 p.m.
Reach Hrandun at
liranlinn robertsWeku. edit
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LOSS: Duncan leads team to best record in years
From Page B4

Megan Hansen/Progress
Sophomore forward Julian Mascoll goes up for a dunk in last
weeks win over Savannah Stale. The Colonels started the season 5-0, which is the best start since 1951.

HOOPS: Team starts 5-0
From Page B4

59 margin.

"Alonzo really stored in the
ixist and rebounded the basket
ball and blocked a lol of shots."'
Ford said.
Haney chipped in with 16
points, seven rebounds, three
assists, three steals and one
blocked shot.
.Vitt had 12 points and seven
assists in the contest.
Savannah State vs. Kastcrn
Eastern remained perfect
in front of the home fans at
Alumni Coliseum last Thursday,
when they ripi>ed the Tigers of
Savannah State. 87-fW.
After the Timers jumped out
to an early S-Ii lead in the first
three and a half minutes, the
Colonels bounced baek with an
11-0 run. which gave them the
11-8 lead with 13:49 left in the

half.

I

Upon lakinn the first half
lead, tile Colonels never looked
back and held the lead for the
rest of the contest.
Eastern pushed its lead up
to lf> in the first half off a lip in
by sophomore forward Michael
Brock with :t:0>) left in the first.
The Colonels pushed their
halftime lead up to 41-22 off
another K-2 run before intermission.
Although trailing by 19 at the
break, the Timers cut Eastern's
lead to If) when Alvin Ivdwards
converted on a layup with lfi:47
left in the half.
Savannah State then went on
to cut Eastern's lead down to 10.
at 50-40, when Mark Williams
sank a three with 13:54 to play
in the game.
Eastern pushed its lead up
to 77-49. when Julian Mascoll
connected on a layup with 3:15
left in the game.
As both teams traded buckels inside the final three minutes of play. Eastern took it
fourth-straight victory by a 87-

Witt led all scorers in the
game with 21 points and finished
just one assist shy of a doubledouble with nine assists.
Haney finished with his first
double-double of the season
with lf> points and 11 boards in
tin- contest.
The Colonels returned to
action yesterday to take on
the Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky for the first time since
the 1994 season, but as of press
time, the results were not in.
I Ipcoming games
Although Eastern is off to
one of its best starts in school
history, the true test is yet to
come.
Of the next nine games in
which the Colonels play, eight
will be road contests, consisting of bailies against nationally
ranked University of Ijiuisville
and Southeastern Conference
powerhouse Florida (iators.
"We've got to take them one
at a time; they all present different challenges." Ford said.
"We've got to understand what
we've got lo do to execute and
go out and execute our game
plan."
After taking on both Florida
and Louisville, the Colonels will
open conference play with a
four-game road swing against
UT Martin. Murray State.
Austin I'eay and Tennessee
lech

"We're going lo need everybody to step up." I'ord said. "We
need everyone to play to their
strengths."
Eastern returns home to
host Robert Morris at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday at Alumni Coliseum.
ITie Colonels open the home
portion of their conference
schedule al 7::i() p.m. on Jan. 20
against Jacksonville Slate.
Reach Todd al
todd _purvisl@eku. eau

Check Out
Eastern's Talk Show
lIUEfrom Studio B

leader and also sot the single
season record with 1.487.
Sophomore Jessica Sabath
became the 12th player in
school history to reach 1.000
career digs ending the season
with 1.005.
Freshman Brittany Nobilio
added 12 digs in the contest.
Tennessee was victorious
in game one. Capitalizing off
Eastern errors and handling an
Eastern run of 7-1. UT never
allowed Fastern.to pull any closer than five points.
"I felt like we didn't play as
well as we had been playing and
certainly not anything like we
played at home." Duncan said.
"I think if we had just given
them a little bit of lujstern volleyball the way we know how
to play it. we might have had
different results."
A six-point deficit in game
two saw Kastern turn to their
senior leader. Another 7-1
run led by Aldridge brought
Eastern within two points at 2422. The Lady Vols proved to be
too much for the Colonels to
handle as they stretched their
lead to four at 27-23 and went on
to win 30-24.
Down 8-3 early in game two.
a pair of kills by Aldridge and
one by Arlinghaus cut the I T
lead to three at 10-7. Tennessee
would then score 20 to Fastern's
nine and win game two 30-16.
Tennessee built a 4-0 lead to

<gfg^

pggBSI

EKU

x^^x
EKU PHONATHON

Colonels cot the IT lead to

three at 2<H7. but a M) run by
the I.ady Vols put them on top
27-18.
A pair of kills by (iuard
accounted for the final two
Eastern |>oints. and tin- match
ended with UT pulling out a
30-22 win.
"We are going to get together tomorrow night and try to
put the season in perspective,''
Duncan said, "What a wonderful season it was."
Twenty seven wins is the
most for a Colonel squad in
almost two decades.
'Two members of this year's
team earned accolades of being
named AVCA all-Midwest
Region honorable mentions.
Tile two Lidy Colonels were
Aldridge and Nobilio. i
Aldridge ends hen career
here at Eastern as the all-time
digs leader with 1,539 and led
the conference with a 4.97 killper-game average.
Nobilio set a new school
record in digs with <>24 this season and was tagged as the OVC
Defensive Player of the Year.

Nathan G'ay'Progress
Head volleyball coach Lori Duncan led the Lady Colonels back
to the NCAA Tournament for the second time in school history
Eastern finished the year with a record of 27-5 The Lady Colonels
fell to the University of Tennessee by a score of 3-0

Reach Brandon al
brandon. rohertsWeku.edu

Junior college transfers spark Colonels
BY ARTHUR LEWIS
Assistant sports editor

By adding three junior-college transfers in the off-season
to an already talented squad,
the men's basketball team is
off to one of its best starts in

years,
After losing the presence
of forward/center Jon Bentley
from last season and I he defensive lockdown of Mike Scott.
coach Travis Ford reloaded his
team with perimeter talents of
Jason McLeish and Zach Ingles
and added a force inside with
tenter Alonzo Hird.
All three of the junior-college
transfers have found themselves
in Eastern's starting five.

junior-college
players in the
country.
His versatility on the
court and
athleticism
is valuable to
the success
of the team.

"He's the

Alonzo Hird
pound center
from I)el.and.
Ma., played at
Sante Fe junior college
Jason McLeish
Junior, guard
Queens. N.Y.

Finals Week Only
Large
1 Topping
Campus Delivery Only.

Domino's
Pizza

in Gainesville,
Fla

three-pointfield-goal

percentage Zach Ingles
as a fresh- Junior, guardman and as Gowen. Mich
a sophomore
averaged 25.5
points a game, leading the s|ate
in scoring, at I'asCo-Hemando
junior-college.
Ingles set a record lor free
throws with 37 in a row at Pasco-Hernando and set a care< i
high at 14 points last season
He was also named Sun toast
Conference Player of the Near.
"'The Hoop Scoop" chose
him as one of the top \<"> junior-college players in the COUII
try as well.
"He has a great understanding of the game." Lord said.
Ingles averages It'. I points
|HT contest this season
According to Ford, this
year's team is more balanced
and is one of tin- best teams
he's had here.
Reach Arthur at
arihur lewis30@eku.fdu
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Arlington Country Club
Penn Station
Carrabba's Italian Grill
Personal Touch Cleaners
Cici's Pizza
Pizza Hut
Cinemark Movies 8
Pizza Magia
Diary Queen
Red Lobster

Alonzo Hird
Junior, centerDeLand, Fla

While at
Sante Fe.
Hird led his
team to a conference title,
before joining Eastern.
1-ast season, Hird averaged
15 points, 11 rebounds and two
blocks per game. He was also a
first team All-Conlerence pick,
first team All-Area and was
named as the Most Valuable
1 lelinder.
This season Hird averages
10.8 points and 8.2 rebounds
per outing, including 13 blocks
on the season. Hird tallied a
season-high of five blocked
shots at Coastal Carolina last
weekend.
Hird critiqued his game this
season by saying that he needs
to work on his free throws and
keep up his energy level for all
forty minutes of the game.
"He's the best true Center
I've had." Ford said. "He works
hard and is eager to get better."

$5.99
1

Zach Ingles
Ingles, a
fvfoot-2. 1911pound guard
from Gowen,
Mich., led
the state ol
Florida in

Hird. a
6-foot-9, 205-

most versatile
player on the
team." Ford
said. "He's
probably our best one-on-one
player."
McLeish chose to attend
Fastern over other Division 1
schools, such as Manhattan and
Rutgers. His desire for playing
somewhere new was a major
Jason McLeish
part in deciding where to purMcLeish, a 6-foot. 1H5- sue his basketball career. He
pound, guard from Queens, expressed great sentiments for
N.Y.. played at Westchester ju- a team called TNP" (Take No
nior college and averaged 15.5 Prisoners), for which he used
points and six rebounds a game to play.
before joining the Colonels.
"1 just wanted to get away
As a sophomore, McLeish from home." Mclrish said.
was named Mid-Hudson ConMcLeish averages 11 points
ference Player of the Year. He per game this season.
was also named first team AllLast Saturday. McLeish
Mid-Hudson Conference, first and Hird had 36 of Fastern's
team All-Region and was sec- 77 points in the road win over
ond in the voting for the Region Coastal Carolina University.
Player of the Year.
"Hi- and Zo had us on their
The Hoop Stoop" honored backs and led the way." Ford
McLeish as one of the top 1(H) said.

Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus
Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tune In for the
repeats on Friday and Monday.
at 7:30 p.m.

start game three, but a kill by
(iuard and an ace by George
helped Eastern but the IT lead
to 4-3. With the score 9-8 in
favor of Tennessee, I T went on
another 1-0 run and increased
the lead to 13-8.
A kill by Aldridge helped tin

Salon Revue
EKU Athletics University
Book and Supply
EKU Fitness & Wellness
Center Video Productions
Movie Warehouse
Waffle House
O'Charley's
Wal-Mart
EKU Alumni Association

:<$&V V
Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122

Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

**£

$****

- 75^

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

i
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Cindy Held, editor
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Bright lights illuminate season

What the
Held?!

your car you're getting a good deal.
Besides the lights, there are other
attractions at the park's museum and
With
$
welcoming center. The museum is
( indv Held
The Southern lights display at the home to Santa and his sleigh, with
Kentucky Horse Park has become an which children can gel their photos
taken, and The Bluegrass Railway
ongoing holiday' tradition.
rin- four-mile drive-through tour Club's miniature train attraction.
The trains were neat because the
oi lights features not only displays
people who put them together obvi
ol Christmas but elements that make
ously put a lot of work into the scenKentucky famous. Some ol the most
ery and making them look
interesting displays were depicrealistic.
I officially rang in the slippery win- tions ol horses breaking out ol
F
/
The Creative Camera
tor season Monday when I fell on my the gates at the Derby and
Club has an indoor exhibit
Churchill Downs.
rear end.
at the museum showcasThere wire also large
Yes, I look a fall, and ii was a good
_^Ti
TtlO StUdlO
ing photography of many
one, ic»' Hut I've come i<> realize thai displays ol storybookk
Reviews
different subjects. Winners
falling and embarrassing mysell is com- and Disney characof its annual print competiters Beauty and the
mon ilii-- tin it-1)( year.
tion arc also on display.
I average about lour spills between Beast dance off to the
The visitor-information
right ol your car while
Hu mpty
November and February.
Monday, I was walking to the ' Dumpty is tailing off his wall on your center houses all the crafts and gifts
for sale.
Donovan Annex, and I was carrying left.
A lot of the stuff they had for sale
My favorite display was the 12
i ID-pound book ba«. a purse and an
umbrella I stepped up onto the side- days of Christmas, Each day was rep- was pretty cheesy or a ri|)-ofl. so it's
resented in lights, and they were all not the place to go if you're trying to
A alk. my foot slipped and caught on the
do your Christmas shopping.
dune uniquely
curb, and gravity did its work
My favorite and most exciting part
Just watch out for the cars in front
M\ umbrella went Dying, and my ban
pulled me down. I'm sun' I screamed ni you because when you're looking of Southern Lights was the petting
al all the lights, you don't realize zoo. In a huge tout in the visitor cenand uttered an obscenity.
< >i course I got up as quickly as I when they've stopped. You can also ter's parking lot, a variety of animals
could and Manned the area to make turn In a certain radio station and such as kangaroos, piglets, goats,
sure no one caught a glimpse of my ' listen to Christmas music and Infor- lambs, llamas, bison and donkeys are
embarrassment. There was. of course. mation about the indoor attractions in pens for everyone to feed and i>el.
I bought a feed cone, which was
one nirl walking toward me who saw while you drive.
Admission is §15 for a carload, so an ice-cream cone full of food pellets,
the whole thing. She jusi smiled and
tried not to laugh. I was trying no! to j it you can fit up to seven people in and got to feed all the baby animals.
laugh either because I didn't want to
look like a complete idiot, but oh the
inside I was cackling.
Karlier that morning, I had caught |
my foot on the keyboard cords in the
off the whole program." Saladino
Student Services Building computer | BY CINDY HELD
said. "It's become standard music for
lab and hopped around on one loot try- The Studio editor
the holiday ...people like to hear il
ing tn catch my balance while making a
I IK Vic used m it; they've become
Kit HI noise.
Tin- music department's annual familiar with il; they've heard it over
I could just feel the dozens of people
watching me. thinking "What a spaz." winter concert will lake place at '.i and over again all through the years
growing up."
Needles* to say, grace is not a strong p.m. Sunday in Brock Auditorium.
ITiis will be the first time in live
George
Frideric
Handel's
genetic uait for me.
My point (if you can believe I'm try- "Messiah" is the musical selection years the music department has performed "Messiah" as (he winter con
ing to make one) is not to worry about being performed.
I lavid Saladino. conductor of the cert.
making a fool ol yourself, especially !
Three choirs are performing,
when you trip. Everyone does it, and no concert, director of choral activities
including the University Singers and
and associate music professor at
ime who sees you remembers it.
the men's and women's chorus.
lust laugh at yourself and have a Ea8tern, said "Messiah" was chosen
• The EKII Symphony Orchestra,
good time in life. And by (he way. happy because many people would recogalong with guest and faculty performnize its music.
holidays; I'll see you next semester.
"Everybody knows. an aria or ers, will provide the instrumentals.
Saladino said the choirs have been
chorus from it. for instance the
Reach Cindy at
Hallelujah chorus thai will finish preparing for the performance since
Cynthia held"tku.edit
BY CINDY HELD

The Studio editor

Falling creates
laughter outlet

Brooke Rasor'Progress
Southern Lights is on display at The Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington through
Dec 23 It opens nightly at 5:30 and closes at 10 p.m.
and even the camel. A goal got a hold
of my cone and ripped it apart when I
got a little loo close, but it was hilarious.
I would suggest not feeding the
animals j| you don't want to get your
hands dirt) because you have a nice
film ot slobber when you leave the

at heart to entertain. It isn't, however, tin' phut to go if you're not into
the magic of Christmas and all the
lights.
I give Southern Lights four and a
half out of five palettes,

tent
Overall. Southern Lights is an
inexpensive, lun way to enjoy the fes
tivities thai go along with Christmas,
especially if ymi have kids or kids

Reaeh Cindy at
Cynthia held"tku edit

Winter concert features familiar holiday music
late October, practicing two and three
times a week,
He also said they have met several
linns to practice together and plan
to have a dress rehearsal with the
orchestra and soloists on Friday.
Saladino said the concert would
include 23 small movements, arias
;iiul six of the favorite and familiar
choruses ol the piece.
The four vocal soloists in the concert are Eastern alumni Tim King and
I.ori Wallace and music professors
Jove. Hall Wolf and Patrick Newell.
The rest of the singers in the
choirs are all Eastern students.
This is not the first time Saladino
has conducted Handel's "Messiah."
IL served as th< guest conductor for

the Orqestra Municipal de Camera
and the Grand Com Filarmonicu in
La I'az. Bolivia, in December. 2000.
Saladino has been, with the
music,department since 2002 and
has conducted other works such
as tin' Durufle "Requiem," Vaughn
Williams' "Flos Campi" and the Verdi

"Requiem."
Saladino said Ihal "Messiah" drew
a large crowd when il was performed
live years ago, and he expects a large
crowd this year as will.
The concert is free and open to
the public. Lor more information, call
the musk- department at 622-3266.
Reach Cindy at

Cynthia held@eku.edu

CLASSIFIED ADS
/\
FOR RENT)
Victorian House. Washer/Dryer. All Utilities
Paid. Cable, Phone.
Broadband. Close to campus. ,s:5f)0 plus deposit.
S;,!>-:MK-6()77.

:5 Bedroom Duplex with
garage ""(I a 2 bedroom
apartment available. Call
Kelly Hoke<#8.r>iM>214669.
Two 4-bedroom apartments. 1 1/2 baths. $550
a month. 859-913-2155.
<t HELP
l-> WANTED

^
J

Now accepting applications lor all positions.
Apply
in person.
Madison Gardens.
downtown.
Radio Legend Kick Decs
wants to help you hit a
financial home-run! Call
Chris at 1-877-807-6472.
TRAVEL/MIS(

#1 Spring Break Website! I-owest prices
guaranteed. Free Meals
& Free Drinks. Hook 11
people, gel 12th trip free!
Group discounts for 6+
www.SpriniiHri'«kl)iM'<JUQt».»'<>ni

or 800-8:58-8202.

Place a
CIASSIFIED AD!

622-1881

("TRAVEL/MISC.^)

(^TRAVEL/MISCT)

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279' Includes Meals, Port Taxes,
Exclusive Beach Parties With 20* Of
Your Favorite TV CELEBRITIES
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches, Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

HELP WANTED: AD REPRESENTATIVES
Jump-start your career with The Eastern Progress Advertising Dept.
Add SALES EXPERIENCE to your resume while MAKING COMMISSION on the ads you sell. You'll have the opportunity to build relationships with area businesses while bringing in the revenue we need
to run a successful newspaper. We're looking for a person that our
advertisers can depend on. It's a flexible schedule where you'll get
as much out of it, as you put into it!

T> I fit* K<lSt(Tn

'Come lo Donovan Annex ? 17 for an application 622 188?

J^

50% OFF January 13* Issue

SPRING BREAK! CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459 + Tax! FLORIDA $1591
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less Than Others! Book Now'1'
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners. 30-50+ Hours Free Drinks!'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews A Videos At
WW>V,5ppn9BrgQkTrgyel,c.orn
1-800-678-6386

n

01 - 10 words
11 - 20 words

JiAwr $2.00

21 - 30 words
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!51 - 40 words
41 - 50 words

jiW^rr S8.00
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51 - 00 words

S24W $12.00
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Spring Break
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Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
# 1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

•Help Wanted
• Apartments & Realty
•Automobiles & Bikes
•Garage & Yard Sales
•Services Available
* Wanted to buy (Hooks.
Appliances, Furniture.
Sporting Goods, etc.)
* Pets
,_» '■<
* Things to sell " "

RIN I)ATE(S) OF Al):

(Thursdays)

$4.00
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USE THE
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I'KCMIH Mil FOLLOWING INFORMATION POM PROGRESS I s| ONL1
AH I'l.U ID B\

ADDRESS
I'lK.M

______

roTAi < OS! PAYMF.N1 Ml I IKili

Al) COPY (please PRINT clearly):.

* Personal Notes
& Announcements
(Great for Birthdays,
Greek Organizations,
Congratulations on
Graduations.
Engagements, New Jobs
& Promotions, etc.)

_(*»„

' Classified Ads must he prepaid. Cash, checks. Visa & Mastercard accepted.
Deadline for submittal it 12:00 I'M on Mondays.
I HI-: EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex Richmond, K\ 104' i
Phone: 859:622.1881 Kax: K5y.822.2354 K-mail: proKress®eku.edu
—

—

—

—•_—

—

—r

I

J

'The Eastern Hrtinress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads

A

